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Step Fourteen - Managing Risk

Managing Risk, The 
Consequences and Resolution
Everyone faces risks and anxieties at some 
point in their lives, from job security to rela-
tionships, health issues, natural disasters, 
financial uncertainty and the like.  Knowing 
how these all can occur and managing 
them is important to a having a secure han-
dling of your finances.

The risk of living. 
If you asked anyone, your friends, your 
family, the person on the street “what did 
they fear / worry about the most” besides 
Halloween ghosts, that is, the most com-
mon answers would probably fall into just 
a few categories: fear of losing a job, losing 
money and a relationship, losing good 
health, and losing one’s life. 

We live with fear, worry, and risk every day. 
We don’t think we do, but risk of losing 
some component of our being is there as 
a completely random event or within our 
control to manage and prevent. 

Risk of job loss. 
You cannot control whether the company 
you work for changes direction to another 
jurisdiction, or undergoes belt-tightening. 
You can, however, continually prepare your-
self for changes in working envi-ronment 
with continuing education while monitoring 
your current status.  Never allow yourself 
com-placency. 

Risk of losing money. 
We all make choices in life. We can choose 
to do nothing; then, inevitably spend just as 
much if not more time and money reacting 
to problem situations. Or, we can choose to 
be proactive by staying on top of our finan-
cial situation (and the reason we wrote this 
series) so that we will always know where 
we stand – and can weigh the risks before 
we invest in future opportunities. 

Risk of losing a relationship. 
Fact:  Money is the biggest factor in rela-
tionship disasters: how you handle it; how 
he/she manages it; how your parents dealt 
with money issues; how you can change 
money dynamics for the betterment of the 
family. 

Risk of debilitating illness.  
Everyone worries about health events, re-
tirees most of all.  A Physical health review 
is no different than a financial review. We 
can control how we improve our physical 
well-being with discipline, work, commit-
ment and consistency. The end result – we 
increase the odds of staying healthy, cre-
ative and happy.  How healthy are you?  

https://learning.elucidat.com/
course/5bed40b200d60-5c10d45355a8f



Risk of Increasing Taxes and 
Non-Compliance with Global 
Tax Authorities
Taxation, both increases and decreases, 
has a direct and indirect effect on an econ-
omy.

Increased taxation, both new taxes and 
current tax increases, reduce the direct 
net income received by ordinary Bermuda 
resident households while indirect tax is 
passed through to them affecting their pur-
chasing decisions for food, clothing, retail 
products, utilities, health needs, services, 
and entertain-ment. 

• Household faced with shrinking purchas-
ing power will instinctively cut back con-
sumption, trim other costs, or go without.

• Renters, both commercial and single 
tenant-type homeowners, will raise leas-
es.

• Retailers and service providers will in-
crease fees to compensate for increased 
cost of over-head.

• Exempt companies are always cited as 
getting a “free ride” with their legislated 
corporate zero tax. However, they too 
will experience higher costs across the 
board for personnel, benefits, commercial 
space, administration, et al. Public com-
panies have an overriding responsibility 
to their shareholders and investors. They 
will never hesitate to trim expenses.

Increasing taxes is never an economic ac-
celerator, history tells us that time and time 
again. 

Tax costs are always passed on, because 
no one is going to absorb (immediately, 
or indefinitely) arbi-trary tax expenses by 
accepting smaller profits or no profit at all.  
Redundancies prove that whenever compa-
nies announce corporate language such as, 
restructuring, better customer service, cost 

con-tainment, shareholder responsibility, 
etc. 

Tax cuts on the other hand increase house-
hold demand by increasing workers’ take-
home pay, boost businesses demand by 
increasing their after-tax cashflow, which 
can be used to pay dividends and expand 
activity, and by making hiring and investing 
more attractive.

Can any community stand the pain of tax 
increases? Answer, not really.

The supposedly well-heeled will seek alter-
native methods, offshoring and moves to 
more comfortable jurisdictions to generate 
income, completely nullifying their local tax 
contributions. Those who do not have such 
choices, Bermuda’s middle class, will have 
to tighten their belts further while limiting 
their consumption again, too perhaps noth-
ing but the necessities.

Tell me, then. How does such an initiative 
help rejuvenate an economy?

Further, Bermuda is a polyglot of residents, 
citizens and nationalities with international 
tax compli-ance obligations to other coun-
try tax agendas. 

See detailed discussion regarding cross 
border complexes and taxation for multi-
national individuals and their families under 
the PondStraddler Section Cross Border 
Cautions and Compliance.

Risk of death. 
Some consider this a needless concern. 
Inevitably, we came into this world with 
nothing, and we will leave the same way. 
No matter how much we worry, every single 
one of us will take the final journey, hopeful-
ly after a happy, healthy and successful life.  

But what about those left to mourn us? 
From the onset of birth - for most people 
- our lives become enhanced with broad, 
purposeful, contacts and community while 
surrounded by people we care about. 

These are the relationships we want to pro-
tect against risk of loss. 

This is why we insure ourselves, our health, 
and our property - to protect ourselves, 
and those we are responsible for and care 
about.  

This is why we provide for our spouses, 
partners, children, family members, busi-
nesses we own and much more - by putting 
our estate plan in order: wills, wishes, med-
ical care directives, naming and recording 
beneficiaries, guardianships if needed, 
trusts, life interests, conveyancing, and 
any other planning deemed necessary and 
appropriate. 

Insurance - Risk Management 
Ramp Up
You buy insurance when you don’t need it. 

Contingency planning is a fancy word for 
setting up a fallback position in case your 
world falls apart. 

No one that I know can summon any real 
enthusiasm for the subject of insurance. 
Well, maybe the insurance experts get a 
little excited. When the subject comes up, 
the discussion centres around the cost.  
Why do we need it, and ‘those insurance 

companies are just raking it in,’ and other 
comments. 

The truth is, we do need it. 

The real true cost in times of disaster is 
minuscule compared to the emotional, 
physical, mental and financial toll that natu-
ral disasters, illnesses, and injuries inflict on 
the best of us (in the worst of times for us). 

The Insurer Role. 
The responsibility to insure for people’s 
health, property and their lives is incredibly 
long tailed. 

What other service proposition do you know 
of where you can purchase something and 
expect to cash in on it many years later? 

Not many. 

Yet, an insurance contract is implicit in its 
nature that for your prepayment (premium), 
you will be covered for a certain period of 
time. 

This contract with you and all policy holders 
demands a rigorous ongoing investment 
management discipline from the insurance 
company. Premiums must be managed for 
eventual probability of a claims expense 
along with enough of a profit generation 
for the company to remain economically 
via-ble.  

Brief History: Health, Marine, 
Property & Life Insurance 
According to Rod Johnson, Director of ma-
rine risk management at RSA Global Risk, 
a major UK un-derwriter, “financial history 
has most often been taken to be the history 
of money, banking and lend-ing, and stock 
markets. It is a widely held belief by insur-
ance professionals and several researchers 



that marine insurance — hull and cargo 
specifically — are the oldest forms of insur-
ance, with the first formal marine insurance 
policy recognised today as such dated from 
1350.”

Aptly fitting that to know marine insurance 
operated before Bermuda life and its very 
survival even existed, yet today, the Bermu-
da insurance market one of the largest in 
the world. 

Centuries ago, wise and wealthy merchants 
insured (and had the assets to do so); the 
rest of our fore-bears just relied upon hope 
(nothing bad would happen) to get them 
through life. 

The first property insurance company 
known as The Insurance Office (TIO) came 
into being after the Great Fire of London 
in 1667.  TIO did not itself survive history - 
the first lasting insurance company dates 
to 1710 and today is known as the Royal 
& SunAlliance, Britain’s largest insurance 
company. International Risk Management 
Institute. 

Health insurance 
evolved in the United States (the first com-
mercial plan was organised in 1847) from its 
original pur-pose, technically that of a pure 
disability policy, to offset income losses re-
sulting from accidents on the job, probably 
influenced by the compelling (and grue-
some) story by Upton Sinclair, “The Jungle”, 
of the horrendously short accident-ridden 
lives of Polish and Lithuanian immigrants 
in 1900 era Chicago, working mainly in the 
meat packing industry. 

One false misstep during 120-hour work-
weeks with a trimming knife, in bacteria 
laden surroundings near vats of boiling oil, 
and a young man or woman was maimed 
or worse forever. No work, no fallback, no 

food, no home, no choice in the matter, 
no future.  Sinclair’s works lead the US 
Congress during the Wilson administration 
to change laws for food processing while 
attempting to prevent the abuse of these 
largely migrant workers. 

More than one hundred years later, it would 
seem that they were only partially success-
ful. In our cur-rent new millennia, millions of 
Americans still cannot afford health insur-
ance.

Regrettably, Bermuda as tiny as we are, has 
an estimated several thousand inhabitants 
who cannot afford health insurance. 

Insurance companies try to save us from 
ourselves, particularly in the health in-
surance area, but should they? Witness 
how most of us (me included) take health 
insurance for granted with our less than 
stellar eating habits, our lack of discipline 
in exercising, our indulgence in substanc-
es that really aren’t good for us, but sure 
make us feel great for about five minutes, 
our indifference to causative environmental 
pressures. 

We as individuals are all in this community 
health pool together and ultimately, we all 
bear the cost for each other, in one form or 
another. In general, how does this health 
insurance scenario work? This is the analo-
gy, Sherman Folland uses in his book, The 
Economics of Health and Health Care.

Insurance is like a club.  
Consider a club with 100 members. The 
members are about the same age and they 
have the same lifestyle. It seems that about 
once a year one of the 100 members gets 
sick and incurs health care costs of $2,000.  
The incidence of illness seems to be ran-
dom, not necessarily striking men, women, 
the elderly or the young in any systematic 

fashion. The club members, worried about 
potential losses due to illness, decide to 
collect $20 from each member and put the 
$2,000 in the bank for safe keeping and to 
earn a little interest. If a member becomes 
ill, the fund is used to pay for the treat-
ment. This in a nutshell, is insurance. The 
members have paid $20 to avoid the risk 
or uncertainty, however small, of having 
to pay $2,000.00. The ‘firm’ collects the 
money, tries to maintain, and/or increase its 
value through investment and pays claims 
when asked. But what happens if too many 
get sick in one year? Or the investment 
account values head south? The informal 
healthy-coverage club goes insolvent for a 
number of reasons:

• pool of members too small to spread the 
risk

• insufficient premiums
• large losses with inadequate reserves.

Health insurance coverage in Bermuda has 
evolved as a sophisticated mechanism for 
containing costs of illness and for providing 
routine preventative health care.  We are so 
fortunate for such a tiny is-land.

More than seventy years ago in Bermuda, 
health insurance existed, but not for every-
one. Our father, God bless him, like many 
Bermuda families back then, could never 
afford health premiums for his large family. 
This situation was the source of great stress 
and fear of catastrophe over their entire 
lifetime. It also promoted the almost total 
avoidance of doctors to the detriment of his 
and my moth-er’s health. Good and bad, 
you might say.

Health insurance is expensive. Utilising the 
law of large numbers, it is easy to under-
stand that it is extremely difficult to have the 
cost competitiveness of larger jurisdictions 
with much larger pools of individuals to 
draw from. Yet, the insurance companies 

here manage to pretty high expectations 
very well. With insurance benefits mandato-
ry if you are employed here in Bermuda, is 
there ever much scrutiny as to what those 
benefits really are? 

Do you know? 
Do what you can to control this cost. Work 
on staying healthy by setting up guidelines 
in the same manner as your financial review. 
You can do it. 

Go through your policy very carefully, line 
by line. Know clearly what you are responsi-
ble for and what the insurance company will 
pay. Check with your employer regarding 
less expensive alternatives. 

Poor health, poor relationships, poor finan-
cial decisions, poor working habits all cost 
you (and your family) more money in the 
end. 

Use this financial review to turn your life 
around.

Addendum. In 2020, with the current 
Bermuda government initiative mandated 
move to a single payer  health plan, con-
trolled and administered by government, 
there is little detailed information provided 
by the Minister of Health or other govern-
ment authoritative bodies to illuminate this 
discourse.

The Bermuda public is still, literally, in the 
dark - even concerning the basic services 
and resources to be utilised under this Ber-
muda Government Health Plan Initiate. 

So, I am unable to comment fully given 
massive changes expected and little con-
crete information for family financial plan-
ning purposes. Instead, we provide a brief 
summary of current health coverage from 
the Bermuda Government health website as 
at May 29, 2020



Reviewing your insurance 
policies: 
Caution: Many of these references are US 
or Canadian based and provided for general 
information awareness. Pricing, coverage, 
and some terms may be different than poli-
cies provided by insurers in Bermuda. 

Most people will generally purchase some 
insurance: vehicle - required for a license, 
property, life, health, but disability, not so 
much as local disability policies are ex-
tremely expensive. 

When budgets are tight, pull back will take 
place. Some families will go “bare” hoping 

that illness or other natural disaster will 
not affect them. They may have no choice, 
financially, but having no contin-gency plan 
can create stress as well.  

Property Homeowner 
Insurance Policy
Property Home ownership (and Bermu-
da investment property) is an absolute 
sacred trust for most Bermudians. In the 
decades before the cessation of Bermuda 
government currency exchanges con-trols, 
everyone worked to invest their savings into 
purchasing a home property. The old way to 

self-sufficiency became savings accounts, 
dividends from local company shares, and 
a rental unit, some-times attached to the 
main house, or purchasing a second prop-
erty for rental income.

Property acquisition became even more de-
sirable and achievable due to the entrepre-
neurial vision of Sir John Swan, KBE, former 
Premier of Bermuda. His firm built hundreds 
of affordable houses, offered complete with 
financing thereby giving possibly thousands 
of Bermudian residents who had never 
owned a home, the opportunity to have a 
home of their own. 

Bermuda Home ownership is expensive 
for numerous reasons, the largest reasons, 
limited land mass and prohibitive cost of 
imported building materials. Natural weath-
er patterns in the North Atlantic produce 
hurricanes every year. Some will track a 
direct path to Bermuda before racing north-
ward in dissipation. Thus, protecting one’s 
property in Bermuda is paramount. 

It follows that property insurance is also ex-
pensive and cannot be liberally compared 
to say a compar-ative home in the United 
States or Canada. 

Homeowners - Property insurance. 

Families often feel that carrying insurance 
on a house - is inordinately expensive - 
higher in Bermuda than some other areas 
- and will bring up the complaint that they 
pay this policy fee every year - for nothing.

Year after year of payments can be quite 
expensive for any budget, but trust me, 
many Bermuda Is-land families have experi-
enced hurricane strikes and severe dam-
age. No one wants (or can afford) to pay for 
the hurricane destruction alone.

Yes, we can justify cutting back or dropping 
property insurance, hoping that the next 
random hurricane won’t take out the roof, 

and sidewalls. But it is a gamble, further 
exacerbated if such event does oc-cur, the 
longer time and cost to repair damage - 
all out of pocket. In significant hurricanes 
where many homes had roof damage, those 
blue tarps were evident for months. No one 
really wants to try and cope with a months-
long repair schedule - self-financed (if no 
insurance coverage), so for most, property 
insurance in Bermuda is important. 

We need that insurance. 

Caution: it is up to you to verify current health insurance benefits after this date.

Bermuda Health Plan 2020 Package Design. https://www.gov.bm/health-plan-package-design

Launch Video https://drive.google.com/file/d/14QuWEWR4c-ddibo8lEig0k-zXIfQkykK/preview
Tiny old Bermuda cottage with limestone roof - to 
catch water in the separate raised water tank 



How to read a property 
policy. 
People tend to think that an insurance poli-
cy is a complex piece of paper that no one 
wants to look at, or begin to contemplate 
reading through it. 

We’re going to look at a homeowner’s 
property policy and break it down into some 
manageable bites. You should make plans, 
even so, to review your personal home-
owner property policy with your insur-ance 
agent. 

It’s really quite simple; what the insurance 
policy will do is layout your basic informa-
tion in an outline format:

• Policy number
• Name of the insured, you (and your 

spouse, partner, other) who own the 
property.

• The ensured location property; where is 
it, street address, county, state, country, 
etc.

• A full description of the property: date 
built, construction type, grade and 
protection class, kind of roof, automatic 
sprinklers, and so on. 

• Other items that may be relevant as 
identifiers, such as a copy of your 
ownership deed, where your deed is 
recorded, and mortgage information, 
bank, etc. This is so that the insurance 
com-pany knows that the bank has 
a claim on your property - until the 
mortgage is completely paid off. 

Property Coverages, 
Additional Coverages, and 
Limits to Coverages 
as well as Exclusions are stated with the to-
tal dollar coverages. The policy specifically 
spells out for you the items they will insure 
and the dollar limits they will reimburse to 
you in a casualty event. 

Property Coverages are detailed in this illus-
trative example:

• Dwelling
• Other structures
• Personal Property
• Loss of Use and Additional coverages
• Personal liability
• Medical Payments to others
• Exclusions and perils - not covered. 
• Deductibles to the policies.  Additional 

coverage available for purchase;

Your Dwelling and Other 
Structure (e.g. detached 
garage, garden shed)
Generally, a dollar limit called the replace-
ment cost is assigned to your property. 

This cost is not the same as the current 
sales value of your home on an open real 
estate market. 

Let’s say that you paid $400,000 for your 
property; you’ve owned it for 10 years and 
the retail sales price of the property might 
have increased, considerably. 

However, this value may not be what your 
property insurance policy lists as a replace-
ment cost. 

They may be completely different. Your in-
surer is only interested in what it would cost 

to rebuild your home (after a fire, hurricane, 
etc.) on the same footprint with basically 
the same style. Insurance companies rely 
on enormous numbers of statistics that can 
estimate pretty accurately the construction 
cost for your area. 

Replacement Cost Caution.
Your responsibility is assure that your home 
is inspected on a regular basis (or at least, 
check with your insurance agent) every few 
years - to be sure that the replacement cost 
to rebuild your home accu-rately reflects 
the current cost of reconstruction at the 
time. Some homeowners will obtain a policy 
that has a low estimated replacement cost, 
and of course, a low premium - BUT, in the 
event of a disaster, if you are underinsured, 
the policy will not cover the entire cost of 
rebuilding.  

Personal Property
Furniture, clothing and other reasonable 
items are covered.  What may not be cov-
ered are high value items, such as boats, 
jewellery, watches, silverware, antiques, etc. 

Loss of Use 

covers temporary lodging and costs of 
food, etc residing elsewhere while your 
home is repaired. 

Personal Liability and Medical 
Payments to Others. 
Coverage for bodily injury or property 
damage you or any of your household 
insured under the policy at, or away from 
your home.  It may include general liability 
as well. 

This is an important component of your 
policy and should be carefully reviewed 
with your insurance agent. If your home has 
certain considered hazards, a dog, pool, 
large trees near a neighbouring prop-erty, 
etc.  you may want to consider an umbrella 
policy with broader liability coverage and 
higher lim-its for additional personal liability 
coverage. 

Deductibles
The second part of the policy will stipulate 
what your deductibles are that are attached 
to your cover-age. Deductibles can range 
from $500 - $5000, or more, depending 
upon additional coverage. General-ly the 
higher the deduction the lower the annual 
premium.

Remember, in the event of a property di-
saster event, you will be responsible for the 
deductible portion of the policy.  This can 
be particularly problematic in the event of a 
vehicle accident. Your insurance company 
will only cover the amounts - after the de-
ductible.  You will have to furnish the cash - 
for say the first $500 upfront for the repairs. 

Another reason to have a contingency cash 
cushion for contingencies and unexpected 
events. 

Bottom Line
Review your policy carefully and get 
assistance from your agent if there is any 
confusion about cover-age and exclusions.  
Be very sure that your policy premiums are 
enough to cover the 100% replace-ment 
value of your real estate(s). Otherwise, 
you will not receive full reimbursement for 
repairs. Check with your local provider, to 
be certain. 



Run a mock claim to see what reimburse-
ment you would receive, based upon your 
replacement value, premium, and policy 
statement.

Be sure you understand - what is not cov-
ered and make arrangements to increase 
coverage, is neces-sary.  A basic policy 
may not cover hurricane damage, wind-
storm, hail, ground collapse, vandalism, 
mold, severe flooding. etc.  Three days 
before a hurricane arrives is not the time 
to increase your cov-erage to protect your 
home and your family. 

Vehicle Insurance policy
We dare not drop vehicle insurance, giv-
en that the chances when driving on our 
narrow roads and reckless driving for an 
accident are rather high. 

How To Read a Vehicle Policy
The basic vehicle insurance information 
required of you and any other family drivers 
is very similar to what is required for home-
owner insurance. 

Liability coverage dollar limits for each 
person bodily injury and each accident are 
stipulated. 

There is one big difference. Generally, a 
minimum vehicle insurance coverage is 
legally required. 

• Names of drivers. It assumes that drivers 
have current licenses.

• Addresses 
• VIN numbers of cars owned in household
• Estimate number of annual miles driven 

per vehicle
• Coverage Types and Limits of Cash 

Liabilities

Liability
• bodily injury - for each person and each 

accident
• property damage - each accident
• Medical Payments

• each person
• Uninsured Motorists

• bodily injury - for each person
• each accident 

• Physical Damage Coverage
• comprehensive loss
• collision loss

Life insurance Policy Choices
Life insurance is a different kettle of fish, 
in existence since the time of the Roman 
Empire. 

Whole life insurance is popular in Bermuda, 
those with a possible familial tendency to 
say, kidney or diabetes problems in later 
years should consider purchasing a policy 
early in their working years. 

Why? Because you may be considered 
uninsurable in later years, unable to pur-
chase any coverage and typically, in gen-
eral, whole life insurance premiums do not 
increase as you age.

However, when budgets are really 
stretched, those monthly whole life insur-
ance payments may be a real hurdle. More 
than a few readers, clients, etc. have told 
me they stopped paying, simply could not 
afford the premiums. 

The policy lapsed. This is so regrettable, but 
understandable.

If your family is in this situation, call your insurance 
broker immediately. 

You may have the alternative to have 
the cash value pay the premium (for the 
short term anyway), or you may be able to 
convert to a term policy for a few years, or 
work out another solution. See what you 
can do to rescue all the work that went into 
qualifying you for a life policy, initially. Life 
Insurance is often vilified - we think those 
salespeople just sit around collecting recur-
ring commissions, because nothing ever 
happens. 

The better question – is are 
you adequately insured? 
The thing is, we buy insurance against the 
day that something disastrous does hap-
pen. I can easily bet that if you added all the 
premiums you currently pay to an insurance 
company against the cost of self-financing 
the repairs on your hurricane damaged 
residence, paying off the mortgage, or 
saving every quarter for a college fund, and 
additional financial safety for your spouse at 
retirement, you could not do it. 

Insurance gives you, at a minimum, the 
financial resources to rebuild your life after 
losing a spouse, partner, to rebuild your 

home, and to cover catastrophic illness 
medical fees. 

You and your family need life insurance. If 
you are single, perhaps, not so much. Your 
employer may provide a basic term life 
policy in addition to your mandatory health 
insurance. Be grateful. It is great benefit 
that you don’t have to incur cost.    

Reviewing your life policies. 
What are they? 

Where are they? 

Are they enough to get your family through 
losing you? General reckoning is that your 
current salary times five to ten times is 
adequate to see your family along, but what 
if your family is young when you depart 
unexpectedly. 

Let’s just take a page and a half to walk 
through the most popular life insurance 
policy structures. 

Note: this is a generic overview, not specific 
Bermuda life insurance product offerings. 
The purpose is to provide you with dis-
cussion points when you meet with a life 
insurance agent. 

You buy insurance 
when you don’t need 
it, because life hap-
pens - unexpectedly



Some Differences  
in Policy Structures 

Term Life.
• Policies are cheaper initially due to just 

paying for death benefit, but costs will 
rise over time.

• Coverage may run year-to-year, or longer, 
say ten years at same premium, then 
increase in steps as insured ages.

• Cost effective for young families on tight 
budgets.

• NOT recommended for individuals who 
may have tendency to health problems 
later, or possi-bly, inherit family health is-
sues and may not be able to pass health 
exams.

• May be convertible to whole of life, al-
though additional health screening exams 
may be re-quired over time.

Whole of Life
Premiums are significantly higher than term 
insurance but remain the same for the entire 
duration of the policy. Literally, the individ-
ual is prepaying as a young person for the 
increases in cost later in life. 

Generally, also, the individual insured is 
not required to have an additional health 
screening after poli-cy is in effect. 

The difference between the actu-
al-cost-to-insure and the premium paid is 
considered additional paid in cash.  The 
accumulating cash earns interest over time, 
increasing the cash value.

Cash value build-up is a form of forced sav-
ings for those who have difficulty in adher-
ing to a general savings plan.

Cash value can be borrowed back by the 
insured.

Dividends may be paid if the whole life 
insurance is a participating policy. 

Best for individuals who can afford whole 
of life, who like the continuity of the same 
premium for life, and who may feel they will 
incur health issues later in life, where when 
obtaining a life policy may  be unaffordable 
or denied due to pre-existing health condi-
tions.  

Universal Life
• Generally, similar to whole of life.
• Differences:

• Insured policy holder can adjust both 
the premium and the death benefit

• Cash values can also be used to 
pay premiums during, say periods of 
unemployment. The death benefit may 
or may not be reduced depending 
upon the accumulated cash. 

• Can also skip payments, using cash 
interest accrued, if sufficient, instead.

• No dividend payments.
• Variable Life
• Generally, similar to whole of life.
• Differences:

• Cash value is invested in capital mar-
kets subject.

• Insurer uses only their sub account 
mutual fund-type investments, thus a 
limited choice

• Fees may be higher due to fund man-
agement.

• No dividend payments.
• Product is not for the risk averse. Any 

investment in capital markets can 
appreciate, or lose money. 

• Ultimately with this product, in a down 



market, the insured could be paying a 
higher price for the same death bene-
fit only - as term insurance due to loss 
of most, if not all, cash value.

Group Term Life Insurance 
offered by employer.
• This is a type of free premium insurance 

offered as a benefit to a pool of employ-
ees.

• It is similar to term insurance.
• Generally, coverage death benefits 

amounts are limited to one-to two years 
of a salary.

• It is contingent upon continued employ-
ment at the firm, ceasing if employee 
leaves.

• Some group life policies allow the em-
ployee to take on the premium as an 
individual, thereby leaving with the policy.

• It is a great benefit, particularly for those 
employees who cannot afford personal 
individual life insurance.

• The death benefit is usually not adequate 
for a family; However, some insurance is 
better than nothing. 

• Moneywise recommends that the em-
ployee takes out a personally owned 
life insurance policy as well, if it can be 
affordable!

• Be sure to keep track of the policy filed 
with your personal documents. Life hap-
pens!

How do you know which type 
of insurance is best for you? 
Visit the website WWW.policygenius.com 
for an impartial review of basic life insur-
ance topics. 

https://www.policygenius.com/life-insur-
ance/types-of-life-insurance/

Visit our Bermuda’s local life insurance pro-
viders’ websites and talk their agents:

Argus Group Holdings

BF&M

Colonial

Freisenbruch Meyer

Life Insurance policy owners. 
Are your beneficiaries All 
correct?
• When was the last time you reviewed 

your policies? 
• Who are the named beneficiaries? 
• Are they the ones you want? 
• Have you married, divorced, or changed 

relationships? 

Be very sure that your group policy has 
your beneficiary(s) names on it, not the 
company - as benefi-ciary. In the US, cer-
tain large corporations did just that, naming 
themselves as the beneficiary. When the 
employees died, the death benefit went 
to the company and not to the deceased 
employees’ next of kin. 

It appears that this practice was discon-
tinued after numerous lawsuits - even to 
the US Supreme Court - around the end of 
2010. 

Note: I do not think this type of issue will 
arise in Bermuda, but one should always 
assume responsi-bility for every single 
aspect of your financial life. It is up to you to 
review your life policy(s) and get clarification 
from your broker if you do not understand 
all the terms.

So many times, individuals forget these very 
important steps. Then, life happens. 

Guess who may not receive your death 
benefit? Your spouse and young children 
because you opened the policy when you 
were single and named your mother. She 
has passed and now everyone in the family 
except the ones who need it the most, will 
be fighting over their share.

Keep your records up to date!

Bottom Line. Buy 
cheap term life 
insurance if you can’t 
afford anything else. 

Any amount is better than none. When you 
are more successful financially, and gener-
ally, a bit older and more established, then 
consider a whole life policy structure with a 
cash value included.  

Try the Foresters Life Insurance Need calcu-
lator. This insurance company was chosen 
to eliminate any bias toward local providers.

https://www.foresters.com/en-ca/tools-
and-guides/life-insurance-calculator

Tenant Renter’s insurance.
Not everyone owns a real estate property or 
even wants to. Renting a domestic space 
for yourself and your family has always 
been a choice, sometimes it is the first 
home for young adults, singles, cou-ples, 
families and guest workers. We all tend to 
make a house or apartment our home with 
our things, our comfort factors, our valuable 
possessions, and our family documents - 
many of which may be irre-placeable.  

Life happens. Things get destroyed, unex-
pectedly. 

Originals of all precious documents should 
be kept offsite of home: safety deposit 
box, digital copies uploaded to cloud or 
independent hard drive as well. We live in 
the most cosmopolitan era ever - many of 
us came from somewhere else, have more 
than one passport, relatives in Bermuda 
and abroad, investments held in custody 
offshore, passwords, account numbers, etc. 
are kept in a paper hardcover book that is 
now ineligible - and useless and so on. 

Your other possessions and possible ex-
posure to liabilities can be insured through 
tenant insurance: the upstairs apartment 
bath leaks onto your electronic equipment, 
your apartment is burglarised and vandal-
ised, someone trips on your fluffy rug, and 
hurricane Umberto basically ruined your 
brand new couch.

Learn Renters Insurance 101 https://www.
trustedchoice.com/renters-insurance/cov-
erage-faq/



Should you buy insurance or 
self-insure? 
Over my years of practice, People have 
often complained to me in confidential 
financial meetings that they feel they are 
paying far too much in property insurance 
premiums in Bermuda. “Year after year said 
one person, and “I have never had a claim. 
They (meaning the insurers) are making all 
this mon-ey.”

Why not take this little reality check exer-
cise, since Bermuda has taken numerous 
poundings from some horrific hurricanes.  It 
is always a good idea to think about 

- what it would cost you personally to cover 
extensive damage / without insurance, and

compare that total amount to what you 
have paid in property insurance premiums 
over the years, keeping in mind the very 
high construction costs in Bermuda.

The final thought is - that if you go “bare” 
meaning no property insurance coverage, 
do you have $100,000-$150,000 in savings 
to cover the cost of rebuilding? What would 
you do if you cannot raise the cash or bor-
row it, and your roof is gone. 

Insurance allows you to be prepared at a 
minimum cost of the personal stress, and 
financial insecurity.

CAUTION. PONDSTRADDLER PLANNING 
NEEDED!

Multi-jurisdictional citizens (US and green 
card holders particularly) may not be able 
to satisfactorily make use of Bermuda Life 
insurance products as they may be subject 
to taxation and other regulations in other 
domiciles. 

Never assume that what works in Bermu-
da will be acceptable based upon multi-
national tax regimes, upon return to your 
home country, or relocation from Bermuda.  
Always consult with an international tax, 
legal, and finance professional before you 
purchase a product that cannot be redomi-
ciled!
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